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1.

at first it seems a little overstated : Kinky Ray etc. 

his name on that t-shirt [ “ ” ] down on the back street I was dreaming of owls

shadows cast across loading bays but : if this was happening to Flann O’Brien  ? ] 

like a digression # here : >>> “Kinky Ray” 

have you seen that drawing? it is like you when you are reading 

in the lighthouse library a single beam wavering between eclipses 

once when they released the moths they filmed it all and put it 

on stream viewers:  6 ] ****** rate # 

it`s Glenn again : will you ever contact me? 

I made those nude pictures especially for you and I wont write to you again! 

2.

# Hugh Heffner: a sketch in 3 parts ## got pyjamas made out of lizard skin

jazz : aim is simply to illustrate contradictions I was 

into him but then he defriended me (v.) 

dhe;p etc. ~~ “wilderness” ~ 

this evening there was : sound of churning fans 

on the sun deck backgammon with the archbishop 

his chintz scatter cushions : his lemon puffs 

I had four different panna cotta on the go back then it was a BETTER TIME 

mr. glimmmmmmers: (pseudonym) turned up collar : “Kinky Ray” 

in the tiled tunnel he was enticing cats with treacle toffee 



3.

like that time with poached armadillos : or wholetail scampi

you shouldn’t coddle the boy imagine if they did that to one of the Klischko’s 

! big thumbs ! when they shave him with that blowtorch 

Blackie Gray as stand in captain in a musical version of Cornelius Cardew scolding a lynx 

that flare up over the abandoned maracas 

one behin=d the VCR : one down the garden nr. eating apples

apples : in a paper bag, in outer darkness, beautiful rainwashed 

ML : alter ego e.g. Clarence “Frogman” Henry. entranced face {} like 

staring at the back of a spoon : laugh at him now but in 10 years he'll be operating on 

your prost[r]ate : his scarlet tunic, his cork soled pumps 

4.

ppuma : a game for 3 players [1] “Kinky” Ray [2] ppuma [3] Clarence “Frogman” Henry 

“ppuma” pounces on ““Kinky” Ray” from highest wardrobe

game over when “Clarence “Frogman” Henry” : a txt message INAPPROPRIATE flag]

self portrait, louche, with a pickled gherkin

self portrait, louche, with a couchant hound. 

episode: “inexplicably snubbed at the dog show” docs: charcoal sketches 

notorious poodles scanned and uploaded to network drive Q:\sketches\poodles.png ] 

why  a medal ] e.g. heroics in the shrubbery a designated n. of microseconds | gong © 

some of them wore red or gold shirts; stretched out, libidinous they imagined it 

a] an old man depicted on shards b] a karaoke competition won by Beowulf



5.

if you want to know how it was back then, picture a world without stuffed olives [!]

weak, sir, after such an elixir : cream of mushroom : I was followed coming here 

 “”Kinky” “Ray”” : inappropriate shadows on the antimacassar muz: 

[a] overtures of Harold Ringworm [b] tape loops of Count Józef Boruwłaski 

THIS IS NOT AMBIENT huge hands pulverising custard creams this box :

in parlour games cannot remain still perpetually embarrassed : man/woman/dog

to sleep all winter after bottling the apples : back from the temples

abasement at the shrine of Plansy Molars : answer

I would love to but lack the social graces  like a ] bear a European brown bear

I have a comb over in some pictures I am partly modelled on Tippoo’s Tiger

6.

I have a manner with stoats can ease them between seasons

sad eyes of the pandas in the soft play area climbed during a banana moon { 

mille-feuille : I am Donald Trump alone in my penthouse with my golden balls 

a framing device : by spellbook this ritual : a marrow is measured and placed on a table

not enough disruption : as an earwig is cf. : unexpected smell in the overspill car park note]

in glass rooms I am offered solace as you might a dolphin or penguin trip to leisure centre

simple entreaties of captive whales : I am favouring tuna in a summer like this

a cape thrown over the working model a cape thrown over the analogue monitor

an occluded passageway a nook for a wyrm an amulet, charmed, but ineffective

an imagined object a perch for a raven: marginalia: birds often noted, gratuitously



7. 

[18:16]: a furtive jay

at the séance, all breaches of etiquette noted: Madame Z., her gewgaws, baubles etc.

a lit cigar appeared in the crosshairs while studying a copy of Semaphore for Snails

the buttered loaf enticed the bees, later lying scorched on the chessboard

someone put a goldfish in the vacuum tube :  it was as if we had never been abolished

someone must have been telling lies about “Henry” : a game of petanque under false pretences

a threat in which a masquerading hypnotist is an evil Brahmin in the Archive of Moustaches

she uses of anti-spasmodic powders like in the mocha they serve on the Death Star

I lean my pike against this stand, right there where she keeps the waffles

the diagrams of Sir Hubert Ladybird-Plate : this arc an arc of waning moon

8.

the moulds of Monsignor Arthur Knock : the catalogued spoons of Stanley Fringe

weight of this on a noble brow as transporting the second heaviest stone

in the library underneath the dome someone has sequestered six bees

cold round moon baleful this accursed pebble in a bowl of muesli

the bungalow inaccessible {!} against this tree a menthol cigarette

a concealed lever : a drawing of a bird : under this mines the toiling koalas

back when she was not your wife : your flagrant gifts : those particular fruits

“get the salad out of the way and then we can enjoy ourselves”

sometimes I just eat the malt loaf with my fingers, a Tudor lord

after a hard session of racquet ball or Pong 



9.

an altercation at the Beefsteak Club, noted on a marbled ledger

motif a honey badger gorged on pickled walnuts

with the signet ring I employ a method  a mug tree on which a falcon rests

with this reed pipe I do summon the apes, flashing axes destroy the typewriters

huddled around a laptop for warmth like they used to when the Bosch came over

I would like them to present me with a sealed velvet box for the prophecies:

[a] “inherent nature cannot be tamed it is not mundane nor is it holy”

[b] “one moon appears everywhere long swords against the sky cold and stern”

[c] “one half fat one half flour when the milk curdles a layer of foil”

[d] “there is no such thing as the Tour de France it is not possible to tame a crow”

10.

at the muster point a shivering cur, at the gilded monument a fashioned homage

to the Countess M_______ via the medium of aqua-aerobics

single fishfinger in the pressure cooker : a cat walked in and was denounced

I am wearing the slashed soutane am tested by greate storms, mackerel 

a device in which an apple is weathered as honed in the orchards of Tyne and Wear

a tame fox a brace of snipe a stave with which to befuddle a bear

I am Cardinal Wolsey in the colour supplement am surprisingly perpendicular

it is rain falling, an affectation, a dome in which the birds are housed 

ermine snoods those buckled shoes “fie! dead for a ducat” etc.

at The Disappointed Goose, a coaching inn, I have tasted many a curious pudding



10:06

GALLINGANO 

GALLINGANO

GALLINGANO 

GALLINGANO



11.

how the light fell when she took the samples [ slim white fingers a ministration

we were talking about the same space in the space, the rules by which a pizza is divided

a collection of politically incorrect baseball caps a Hapsburg hoodie

when the boxes stacked is an empty box at the veterans’ rap group I sat down and wept

punk’d : an unexpected jar of non-organic moisturiser : at the drive thru the thrust of a lance

punk’d: an unofficial heron in the mobile library : a sousaphone rings unanswered

when I listed my symptoms I omitted some e.g. that particular penchant

am still counting peanuts after all these years when all my friends are on cashews

it is not possible to insert something at random 

 “It was “the greatest work of fiction since the Manchester bus timetable.””

12.

an aura of when slicing cucumber as extant in logical space

limits of language “ “ : when a bird re-enters and rehearses in the mirror

harmony : she does the Weetabix, I the Cheerios / on the Sabbath a yard of pink milk

invariable curdle as moon assembles but then you can just do candy floss

hair as styled by Samuel Beckett at the Mongolian People’s Revolutionary Party disco

opening scene : as a lampshade depicting the invention of muesli

when using the tongs a strain that troubles me still 

when ordering the coloured cups by strict dialectical significance

in this a blend of wheatgrass and vegetarian Bovril

in this a completely unexpected walnut



13.

why does not he simply butter it lightly or wait until after billiards ?

blizzard in the smoking room [ freezing fog on the curate’s crack pipe

loganberry smoothy in crystal goblet bleached fingers brush a muffin frosting 

 a provincial branch of TK Max viewed through prescription binoculars

repeated lights in giant glasses of contestants on vintage episodes of Bullseye

fixed bayonets during Family Fortunes ###  in the green room complimentary sweetbreads

a knight presents a honeydew melon ? shape of this in memory foam

a seagull that is not “actual size” with pixilation on the eighteenth version

that show in which Sergeant Ernest Apples inflates a beach ball against the clock

whilst fielding comments about his Rodney: “you could fit six toasted bagels on that”

14.

The Death of Marat on a Vellum Mousemat (1793)

a compromised “frame of reference” with some deterioration  

a bust of Mr. Slade, a charismatic and bisexual Siberian peasant

cork soled galoshes as a robe gathers gather dusk

View from a Covered Walkway Imagined from a Medical Library (1985)

in the ruins of the rookery a service shaft

conduit through which the starres through which the orbes

are white gold, weighted; are navigable

in the phrase “it is my opinion” the opinion may be derived

but the statement is “between two cheerless ladies side by side”



15.

re-invigoration of two iconic brands : i. Paul’s Boutique ii. Nutsacks

plunder of Pothole Repair Fund see marmalade jar in leapordskin bum bag

Chairman Alan Mustard, a piquant orthodox Marxist

in portraits “a man”  ((  moon shadow in debating chamber

at the velodrome demo this particular vigour

e.g. footlong hot dog subdued by force of argument

like Radiohead [ I often find an eyelash in my mouth

Shostakovich while pumping iron rape seed oil in thimble shot

from his emails he was completely different

sabre toothed tiger in virus vault

16.

an administrative report : six white birds graded by texture

leather bound like Steven Seagal ## cast ] the documents

having read the documents I and Ian no doubt swell with pride

when they rename Wootton Bassett in a humane trap

I also wonder when to try on shoes with no socks

made a good end : a massive sneeze at Earl’s Court station

back when I got leaf mould on my armpits

they rented a chalet : fallen silver birch

when he was inside I took him éclairs disguised as “éclairs” 

my wife can’t understand the lunar cycle (



17.

a hole () a vortex {} see Perishable Substances Vol. 196

a rubber suit worn by Pope John Paul II

in the contemplation suite white birds blue smoke

an inventory of sockets : [ 

 ]

in seminar a litany itinerant ghost(s)

if you poured condensed milk it would {?} snow {?}

power struggles : I reach for the grapefruit, she reach for the grapefruit

I am humble of yes but [  glace cherries in onyx snuff box

in the Star Chamber they put down blotting paper

18.

jobshare with Alexey Stakhanov  # he prints the brochures I do duplex

at the Seventeenth Congress a sandwich toaster

at the Eighteenth Congress self-folding underpants

at the Nineteenth Congress a steam powered umbrella

at the Twentieth Congress a krypton violin 

right there by the fountain his hand on the fatherland

when it is rain it is not rain but a ripple in the perceptual field

later wired to Voight Kampff machine behind a velvet curtain in the baby change

I can only distinguish six type of cornflakes can only dream of certain ducks

smooth sphere () an unresponsive pupil  / kalamata olives in the filling pots



19.

the villanelles of Percy Sledge (cf ode to a fully automatic garage door)

dust on an orange dust jacket / wooing a knee drop # powder blue cape

we smoked some cigars whilst listening to Legwax ~  admiring the other’s beanbag

I lost consciousness whilst counting the rhinestones

was passed out over the heads of many as ((  shells ((

he can bench press 200 lbs can wrestle at 100 paces

these are men needed at times like these as in archive footage

whilst coddling an egg : an injection of spinach

later in the robing room a lingering of onions / a complex contract 

on the skull of an ox I swear this oath

20.

I would have done the whole thing freestyle but Maureen gave me warp potion

shrapnel wound from Hollyoaks friction burn from Ninja Warrior

back then wearing rollneck sweaters whilst inventing English folk

at the free concert rain in a moleskin pocket 

jazz: how a monkey is when you looked at it

as when a member of Ginger Baker’s Airforce 

making a montage of winter trees [ a gatefold sleeve

a drawing of a termite mound, a sculpted hive

a memoir abbreviated {Duckworth Lewis}:

How I Poached an Egg for Mao Tse Tung



17:04

L13/P/L3/6

L13/P/L3/6

L13/P/L3/7

L13/P/L3/7

L13/P/L3/8

L13/P/L3/8



21.

having written for powdered unicorn but only a sachet of granules

state sponsored blueberries in black granite bowls

sacred remedies : a heavy head placed between two cushions

lizard skin pop socks syrup of mandrake

a circle drawn where an Aga would wood stove

later six rounds of “banana or penis?”

in an ideal republic there would be no recreation

you would never need to think about polishing a pear

I was down there getting sticks with the lady of the cold

no hope in the House of the Hissing Goose

22.

got a back wax for the conference # thinning scissors for polar regions

call mum pay credit card buy milk meet Jane for lunch haircut appointment

finish reports for Friday take kids swimming renew tax disc dinner with Mike

on a scroll, as a bell chimes slowly on the city wall

in the foyer there was another foyer   

it was there that I discovered sixteen Dalmatians

trade delegation from the former Yugoslavia

a sprite who is also the Chamber of Commerce

we could go down the coal road in the Trabant

grab a snack at the landfill site



23.

a program(me) of improvements ~ with these rods I fashion a dam

turbine in the marmalade cupboard / after hours the glowing Buddha

was going well but after a week I got back into clarified butter

late breakfast {{ when it is ready I press it against her

have you ever considered plastic surgery like

when they grow bacon on a badger’s foreskin {?}

at the wind farm my twitching eyelid betrayed me

when he came to pick her up after Taekwon Do

she never read those books that I wrote e.g.

A Dictionary of Unresolved Equations or Marmots: A Novel

24.

the antic ghost of Jackie White his blank cassettes his leather goods

in the Rhubarb Room at the town museum an exhibition of obsolete worms

in an experiment with social democracy they use the stuffed lion as an illustration

as if the Royal Family shrunk to size and stored inside a kipper box

carved elephants : in my campaign I would miss out the Alps ^^

as if placed “independent of context” e.g. silver slipper in communal lounge

when I had my own locker it was a liberating feeling

the collection of water biscuits the works of Stanley Lambchop

she said : “a man with an air of lightly worn sophistication”

like Noel Coward eating bhajis at the Curry Cottage



25.

whilst inspecting a model of the gasworks whilst opening eel traps after lunch

whilst cruelly denying the bishop ingress whilst ravishing the housemaid’s knee

doing it all for Red Nose Day [  penny farthing at the MRI scanner

as if they release the birds on local radio, an illustration:

Comrade no man is good enough to be your master

in restaurants there is no need I crack my own nuts

key moments: [a] abolition of the regimental goat

[b] procession of the king in an antique bathing suit

strong presentiments of impending doom 

in the back room of the abandoned watchtower

26.

this is a book :

for instance she’s following Mrs. Beaton’s Cookbook 

How to Cool it in Public Houses author unknown

How You Pickle Crabs by Fanny Craddock without one

for Angus Wilson with great respect Gibraltar 0.35p

bought in lieu of a birthstone powdered charm an amulet

took her down the garden on the scooter  stars there in seventh shed

this is the land where the Pharaoh died where Tin Tin

was before the musical they were rescuing clams from an evil princess

when they struck a seam of parmesan 



27.

was (1) a short order chef making ends meet while

writing a book about (2) a short order chef in (3) ________?

was Ezra Pound in a cage : six pork dumplings on summer evenings

signature of cold cream black bread : yellow porridge as in “sex pudding”

up a tree for the saxophone solo but there was the apples

a rusted golden : no birds without where the gold is golden

his humility expressed via pan pipes  elegance of the other shoe

like that time at bomber command : got me pregnant in the erstwhile Prussia

looking at the literature it is easy to forget

there were no hairdryers, not even beeswings (( (

28.

having joined the growing group of men using foam

I am offering an explanation in a white knotted towel

in the diaries of Alan Clarke this is a strange omission

as dry roasted peanuts is an “erotic procedure”

whilst standing on a turret counting carp in the moat

as this is as if to which I would be born ( in Harris Tweed

standing head on an emblematic stag  // neutralised ]

I voted online for my favourite bear

during an episode of When Lorries Become Lethal

I voted to evict dolphins but there are still dolphins 



29.

missed call  { no time to even pick up a mocha

abandoned snowplough #] near the rockdrill maze of pallets # s snowploughs

Holy Father I am duly flattered by these your four most feared enforcers 

[1] Harry [2] Arthur [3] Mavis [4] Arthur  synchronised in “off the shoulder”

ingress via wendy house a weakness in the outer redoubt

as disguised {} as a line of supermarket trolleys  glistening frost

at the canal bank flagged as imminent 

a kestrel concealed in a wheely bin

in the garden suburbs the rules are relaxed

sometimes they let you film it on your phone

30.

live lynching on daytime TV  

pre-rehearsed transcript simultaneous transmission 

(a) from the home of the disgraced former alderman

(b) from the ostensibly haunted pleasure gardens

outside blossom impermeable ghost of Pan by coffee machine

under England there is an older England

and under that an older England  map of accessible public toilets 

I am “referencing” these things on the outskirts of Leeds

whose precincts I enter disguised as Wizard Whitebeard

with an escort of seagulls # battered king prawns on a mechanism



22:06

●  ●  ●  ●
●  ●  ●  ●
●  ●  ●  ●
●  ●  ●  ●



31.

Hugo Chavez with an elegant sentence

Fidel Castro with anti-inflammatories

on a hidden road the books lay undisturbed

in aluminium strongbox by the sited gibbet :

I squandered a lifetime on his reputation

but he did it all again with mulligatawny

if I’d held onto the goat it would of been easier

long Sundays when you are dragging this leg 

a caveat : if it was then a] coal effect !

I would give you sardines so you knew that I “meant it”

32.

at the whaling station they bent the fjord ((

I was a stevedore I was beautiful 312 lbs.

imagined as a sailor with a sensitive rod

at the table sketching the blouses they would wear

she was a woman how she handled the buckets

going out to the ketchup place or coming back from the ketchup place

her lantern and a meteor [!] golden outline of the astrolabe

a secret method for addled pilchard ## spam with multivitamins

banoffee cheesecake was unknown outside the monasteries

we mistook “mascarpone” when we heard the bells



33.

as a marmoset covets the syrup jar I too have these impulses

strawberries, sublimated, evaporated milk : when I put this to Dora she denied it

from a vantage point of 1897 such techniques are uncontroversial

as an eagle seen from the Tower of Flints may be easily explained

back when I was St. Thomas Aquinas back when I was Herbert of Hull

I invented it then destroyed it for the good of all mankind

a particular type of folding wardrobe or a way to dress a parrot precisely

over chess with Herr K. at the limitation talks

the aim is no longer socialism but you can still wear the little hat ^

as a panda in the library nook locked up where the globe and brandy

34.

whilst interrogating the online system a leakage in the UHT

once again destroyed by public transport  this is not your Clitheroe

a half hour in the catacombs vending machines {hot tar} {boiling oil}

I am old and worn and must refuse although I know  your birthday yes

yes for the team you should pickled walnuts dried cranberries

you soaked them overnight in apple juice YOU SOD

once she brought us cigars and kippers in bespoke silver boxes

back when we were a small organisation  black flag on the water cooler

drank chicory on empty nights shared the collapsible telescope

green stars around the obelisk gleaming tarmac of the mausoleum



35.

at the sorting office  look Hieronymus I am like that

in portraits a fat Ray Reardon  on the fringes of Blackburn

back when I was Kentucky Fried Chicken

at the drive thru I encountered little resistance

at the naming ceremony a gallon of Vimto

I have not lived there now for a number of years

but my carpet slippers are still in the secret compartment

at night the hatches in stinging silver rain

a bird drawn six centimetres from the margin {bird}

there is no place for beauty but I like that hosepipe

36.

I am jealous of his left hand his facility with acorns

at the deer park how he coaxed them from silver

fallow nuzzling curve of his shoulder  chocolate coated cranberries

Maurice, in the coal shed I am sure of your powers

but in the mall, unresponsive  seagull dead in shopping basket

a warlock : at self service checkout a parliament of owls

here I will build a palace for these omens

a laboratory when I will invent the foot pump

rice cakes anchovies billowing tapestries : a comet !]

I have given up butter for an ermine pashmina



37.

coy mistress (av.(n.)) beside me in food decision opportunities

six pine cones in a plastic bag : after hours a poultice ()

this draws the shard, this tapenade ground on marbled stones

in the minibar a jellied eel pickled nuts of wildebeest

an antique remedy as sandwich paste for miasma ague

I choose to spend my sins and feel no guilt

at the forest rangers look out post whilst smothering a chicken

I thought of her robe in a clement garden

a washing line sang in a postal district

a man could lose himself amongst such onions

38.

at the cancelled symposium a disgruntled racehorse # magic lantern image :

when filled the decanter dappled far imaginary ceilings

at that stage of the revolution it was hard to concentrate

I could not the way she when honey everywhere when from the ceiling

when from the ceiling a lanterns swung  ^ yellow cone on the vanished exhibit

a ring chased around with crusted stones erected near impregnable cube

not susceptible to those radiowaves or counsel

in chill cabinet pomegranate serum a quiet salmon is geometry

during the time of Wandering Bear it was illegal to look that way

how the hair parted structurally when wearing purple in a branch of Peacocks



39.

a stag, glimpsed : sacred grove by rhubarb patch

of warlocks: how one became powerful then waned

could no longer refuse the aftershave samples

in tree shadow where the brook green glass a feathered silver

how birds ascend when caught and painted

adjusting the clocks in gradual fraction as

thinking of the blinds I would put up in the hideout

no memory  { someone put those berries in my Pepsi

fizz of meteors [!]  curvature of smoked glass, significant

like how first light falls in Milton Keynes

40.

fried milk balls ~ it was only then that I understood

a core around which it coalesces, an unexpected void (  )

small centres of gravity if you lift the fifth slab  

it was here I spilt the syrup of figs : six crows, descending

like Emily Bronte in a National Park : seven crows

by the artificial lake a cushioned footfall

there is no such thing as an extinct volcano 

at the Cantonese restaurant we planned just such a trip 

with a hand held over an empty cooler 

Mr. Hokusai sculpted a radish



31:10



41.

relaxation of the rules : two lettuce leaves by recorded delivery

in one a self assembly gherkin in the other a {} {oatmeal}

these fat free biscuits :  a seagull spurns such offerings 

at the end of the pier where mackerel is nailed down ...

on clipboard I marked them with a BLACK SPOT (.)

when sitting in a chronically unstable chair a fisherman:

I should have been a pair of silent claws etc. / precise centre parting

after a conversion to Catholicism you may find a white suit

is not slimming  like : a radical Polish cardinal

who disappears when X-rayed ~ fine bones, itemised : holy mackerel

42.

as if the skin of an opaque bubble see: “essential nature of language”

as expressed in commemorative bunting : ......#.#....#....#.......>

at the Royal Wedding I was mesmerising “bishops”

jewels concealed in wristwatch concealed in hanging files  |||

when mounted as Pep Guardiola in a charcoal suit

on a green baize table a raven is figurative

as he who wears a maske a sculpted accord is recondite

is steeped in milk # Ambre Solaire ###

at the sushi bar I disgraced myself : sixteen (16) seaweed rolls

out later on the lawn an issue of mung beans



43.

whilst wearing a paisley playsuit :  layered gold 

green overlay : this drape a cat conceals {can be analysed{?}}

to report to Bureau of Investigations this shaft :||:

a method for circuitry #* charge of lightning when jolt

jolt this silver strike as moon dome this weathervane

you can just shut the door is advisable otherwise they

see the #] and they see the ##]  route to the waterfall

if they dress that way are transparent when tilted

as she said you should never be without a packet of tissues

in this I ensnare a scarab taught and tamed the phone-in jingle

44.

baroque, inexplicable these tangled routes ~@ as a filigree #

a shoelace on a worm cast ~@ those little silver fish ~

in the standing pool a reflection here {x} where the boxes

in the store cupboard are stacked | her emergency sandals

certain bus routes can be said to mirror an order

as when drawn on tissue paper a diagram

as a spidergram / like on that table, titled, tilted :

it was how my regard for her was quantified

when read across the grain the coloured cells

when vertical the process by which a cube aligned



45.

whatever the fate of Z it is at least clear that {z}

is the compound they didn’t take out the rubbish

in the compound they burnt the rubbish [1] in the office

[1a] in the in trays == I didn’t get that message

but I kept it for you anyway wrapped in foil

as in that premise where you buy it for a week

but when you buy it for someone else as someone else 

at the temporary table I was mistaken for a wine waiter

whilst ignoring the malodour of pickled herring

whilst inventing hooscamitten, a hard Norwegian cheese

46.

no known function for the winch 

the rotating section is a good place

through suburbs dark trees on a plasma screen 

lost in mystery,  a glove, abandoned 

at the healthcare seminar a nutrigrain bar is analysed

[000127743953]  later on the big screen a diagram 

where this locus a spike of energy is as scent of heliotrope

I like this feeling or order / on a bar stool I can

sketch lightly on Styrofoam : it is Justin Bieber

when he puts that on and walks to the very end of the outfall



47.

warm stones, a squirrel, illustrative, a caption: 

you have chosen to join/upgrade at level

with/without partner pay a visit to your dentist or optician

“I am able to up to my annual limits”

hanging baskets can you see the hanging baskets

how many hanging baskets can you see, Marjory

can you see the jewel thief in this picture

can you see the {?? }they made them up in the mountains 

when I lived there as Soren Kierkegaard [ a confession :

I dropped macaroni on your Edifying Discourses

48.

at the filling station an eruption of toadstools

zombies zzzz on fly agaric they are ringspun 

by free air they are (( (  moon eyes of this one 

they would come to meet us in the shallow bay 

in a glass bottomed boat where the eels are wired

here they make them  the clockwork  look if 

if I’d  wanted you to chase me with the yogurt 

I would have worn the hat like this not like this

then it was curtains for my collection of bats

then it was like when you see it in a prism 



49.

hard times now we bring our own lunchboxes 

in this a speckled egg / moon skin with All Bran

a monastic order is slow bells in green precincts

in the feasting hall they put the mead in paper cups

tapestries {SAGA}  an interjection ::  it is said that a bird flew

through but Q: had they yet been finalised  {?}

the junior doctors were excised from the text as were the

people who owned the pet shop and wont for a barge break

at sundown long shadows on the craft, a bard,

his instrument, a legend: “this machine grills halloumi”

50.

at the sculpture park it was transient : two pale boys : 

over by the trellis  leaning leaf rake / sunflowers 

water whispers a coded warning 

 (a) in 1989 he gave up masturbation

 (b) in 1990 he got into recumbent bicycles

 (c) in 1991 he went back to masturbation  blind summit (!)

(ii) that yellow summer in the gazebo / long net with which

six carp in a mayo bucket their blunt snouts : golden nuggets {□□□}

light from her window etc. etc. / longing of that under sycamores

once in a dream he bought her a hot dog



41:10



51.

in a concise history of posters the Olivetti typewriter 

was a time when you could “think” about “art”” 

as a way a lemon is lambent or when they wore those suits

at the Bauhaus school whilst refining ## abandoned sugar refinery

at the marmalade factory it was with just such a countenance

that they steamed the jars on one label in a thousand

and under that a certain paste [it is notable that

at the breakfast table a joy which slowly evaporates

we have a jug but keep it for important visitors

up the drive in his purple poncho  {insignia of a melancholy owl}

52.

at the fuschia society in an unstructured jacket

in the Cotswolds putting the finishing touches to a sculpture

it is this, a dream life : dark cones of trees  ^^

on the shining pebbles certain birds Hieronymous look :

I am drunk on the model railway in epic portraits

a broken column like Lenin at the Finland station

but moulded and played by Owen Wilson

back when I was Hollywood’s most famous singleton

long lense shots at the wet fish counter

dull tinfoil eyes ~~  “in this one I am contemplating molluscs”



53.

I said  “you do surprise me Trevor” 

that time at the Travelodge  single black grape on the CEO’s pillow 

my briefcase combination a mystical number  received in a vision

hot sweats on the mountain road a shrine to commerce ^^ silver birch 

^^ it was here that they thought of it hands free

signal !!

those purple parasols, those cones of shade

how they sit kohl eyes  how they would look on the barricades

it was bliss etc. that dawn etc. [ bright flags, a prophecy

it will come to pass that  DAIRY MILK IS BLISS

54.

[tea][rolls][snacks][soups]  in which one is the decaying isotope [?]

first you must make yourself visible like a pigeon when

a pigeon is elliptical between platforms  

in Accessorise I sat down and wept rainbow hair slides; velveteen scrunchies

they put away the green plates but not the white plates 

a single golden strand is “glyphic”

darling I love your Japanese mayonnaise at the sushi bar the

different coloured bowls  bright dome a microworld  snow peas .:.

it is a job for a woman Trevor it is no job for a man Trevor

for it would truly madden a man Trevor like that time with the plastic fork



55.

it’s like that film with all the pirates but 

all the pirates are lacking in self-confidence 

when they all get wrecked at the breastfeeding workshop but

the health centre is now a pulsating dome like that 

when you whistle down a headset at the Kellogg’s factory or

shout down a tube at the urban foxes convention

when you come for it I think this is a woman but

a woman who is always twenty-nine minutes late

I was dressed as Kurt Schwitters when handling the salami

through the secret serving hatch a top hat in profile 

56.

I was Googling chorizo and I found your profile 

got a new tattoo it says “HOT SNAX” in ancient Chinese

I am blow drying my leg hairs whilst watching Al Jazeera

it is midnight and I have waxed my plums 

meet me by the waterfall I will slip into the costume I

will be dressed at the eight times former world champion

I keep a Cox’s pippin in my back-up rucksack got a

permanent scab inside my left nostril

I got into mouthwash when I saw myself on CCTV

in the grey mornings blue scent of pine



57.

no-one had those buttocks before photoshop it is

a way of seeing  glistening peaches {○○} I picked up a sample

at the medical supply stand I wiped the residue on my colleague’s sock

I am as strong as a cat as sleek as an elbow

got a corn on the cob in the signing in sheet #

#: for his birthday I would send a samurai sword

in order for him to “segment the grapefruit” (X)

got that kind of a voice can only be heard

by thoroughbred horses and men of the cloth

on FM radio it is a “dictator’s moustache”

58.

at the curry club his modelling portfolio  

in every snap he is covertly micturating #

cloud of steam on Mount Vesuvius : it is esoteric

she frowns when she reads the prophecies : 

on a slow news day it is a / black twisted tree

in the in-flight magazine the feature on a restaurant

where they did a naked episode of Newsnight

when they kidnapped all the water buffalo

when they knocked down a Tesco and built a Tesco

when they blew it up and called it “a self-assembly cube” 



59.

got more prank calls from Karl Lagerfeld  

midnight bird trill : ~~

at the scout jamboree a smell in the hut

his Chihuahua cursed me with a “visible shit”

# I brought him a cache of niblets from the trolley

with an orchestrated version of Excalibur on zithers

I was thinking about “Welcome to Batley” all the time in the crystalline cave

on the roster with a demijohn still unaccounted for

it was a t-shirt when seen from a suspension bridge

he has not agreed the minutes and will be re-frozen

60.

items: [a] a new blue suit [b] a lilac flounce shirt

a West Highland terrier abandoned the roe

I ate crispy duck on a warm puce plate

in a can they are silver ## as the planetarium

the elves swung from the exposed girders

whilst imagining a community skate park

a semolina made with the Fibonacci method

was an unexpected package in the banana loft

they rolled the barrels from an adjoining settlement

with an accompanying dirge and ornamental rods ||
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61.

wore her farm clothes and a speedwalking t-shirt

got a tattoo on a bouncy castle whilst 

stalled at the signals a gallon of Vimto

freight : freight is algebra ## : a cipher  ###

switchback here / when the fictional “gate” is opened

her gold rimmed glasses on appalling afternoons

out in the gazebo with a parakeet or snails

I knew I had atoned for my lapses

when she put some cranberries near my pyjamas :

through the long stand a stand of pines

62.

a bridge connects the girls’ and men’s recreation grounds and gives views of both

on cool lawns they are near the facilities : shadows, latticed : #

they had such sweet smelling earwax those days by green rivers

a special spoon to scoop it out / rendered, tallow  croquet mallet

a stork stopped by shook out : a “glorified anecdote” e.g. Hawthorne Effect

at the money saving forum I was dressed as Doctor Johnson

at the cage fight I was making a loss on knock off Cornettos 

what is it with them when they are given a stimulus ?

like a particular technique for peeling a banana 

or a kitten in a box with a single singed leaf



63.

a sandwich adjunct with irrelevant lettuce

or byword for “ostentatious flummery” adj.; v. (abs.)]

those pitta can cradle an extant cucumber if

as sliced :/// with this sword glint at gloaming : 

there I saw : family of foxes liquid in round glass

I knew | in carpet slippers | in an unimaginable robe

look : there is a particular method for doing it

as for folding salmon or constellating hedgehogs :

“I have stolen this idea and the box it is in”

but I have not blamed or a bacon egg muffin

64.

I know each lane and every alley green

ragwort blaze by foot of mast / a spell :

tash is serving up smut to sugar

on the chart it is : shops (a, c) greggs (b); chippy (d)

at midnight at the rock salt depot

I imagine they unscrew the remaining flask

steam; a sprite, her face, simpatico:

when a basket of pears is brought in from the snow

it does not always have a symbolic meaning

shunt : for compensation they sent me a tickled trout



65.

: Kinky Ray : kkkk k a motif : kkk k / deterioration

my jaw does ache from all those rice cakes : kkkk k

during the century of revolution I was mostly to be found

near the fountain near the soft play writing odes to the lunar sphere ( e.g.:

- Germans win race to build UK trains or

- Jabs: who’ll really benefit? or

- Things to do in Vancouver or

- How much salt is in your sausage?

it was simple like when I was Archbishop Laud

denouncing Pot Noodle at the siege of La Rochelle

66.

it was summer in England and I invented the binary system

there were three different kinds of wheely bin

I had a picture of her propped on the whistling cistern 

I was chewing nicotine with cherry twist #FF333]

composed an ode on a hollow reed pppppppppppppppprrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrp

there was no metaphor for Isaac Newton down in the greenhouse again

I said: this is where the audience assembles

it is not where the cache of apples is kept Ø

Q: in the starfield there are purlieus e.g. ** * *

A: I will name these bodies according to the lexicon and this yes this is “Marjorie”



67.

if as when is homophonic (s): I was the former foreign secretary

doing press-ups with the praetorian guard he said:

get your head down for half an hour NB. I am pregnant again

this time it is FOX / there were deviant sexual practices at the women’s institute

ahhhhhh scald of steam in the jamming shed

big shoes at the serious fraud office

they busted me for when the diamonds concealed

a) jumbo pot of muesli yogurt

I am fortifying myself for an obstinate winter

I am filling the troughs with cock-a-leekie

68.

Cuba : I have never been there / I was boxing without the appropriate headgear

outside the café where I made those remarks

the Olympic athletes were growing their own herbs

I have achieved nothing and am ashamed but the movement in the leaves 

yes {} {}{} Karl Marx gave me a kicking behind the bins

glint of his moonboots in the yellow light; I was wearing an Otto von Bismark mask

a dream I think a dream but then why {?} mushroom balti on a velvet cuff

I found a moustache in my soup I was cramming the gherkins into my mouth

Julie London was singing yummy yummy yummy when I 

went into the shed to quietly pass wind



69.

does anyone else think she is {?}]

you know on that programme with Inuits

I liked her on that, the snow was beautiful

on wi-fi in my pocket  /  I drew her a picture in evaporated milk

sent her a polished asteroid : even when she was on that 

where they ripped off Frank Muir

that other one with the peacock shirt

an artefact : how the item is e= analysed

I would wear a cravat if she wrote it down

“like in David Beckham’s autobiography”

70.

catering for motivational day : eggs (x5) sausages

sausages at the bonding session I dropped the “conch”

a hosepipe threaded through collapsible chairs

a bridge made out of Krispy Kakes

I offered her a bite of Mr. Orange but she ________

and when I peeled Mr. Apple she _______ and she _________

they craned their necks when becoming interested

and looked at the dentures explained on the plate

if you tap your watch it says ##:##

in the sublunary sphere a shadow lengthens
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71.

the full extent of her operating sphere (○) a succession of 

booths □□□ : one halfway up the volcanic mound /

a vend for a hotdog but ¬ (no) onions neg.]

glass ornaments : this presents the Siege of Barley

this the painted shoe / it is like the thought of China

it is this one almost visible from space

at the sigh of rain ~ sound mirror ((○)) rain

I went on a course to boost my sales

learnt to shake hands by the fall down tree

emblazoned on my crest a puissant nuthatch

72.

diabolical extraction : at the mark making table

I was effaced : {#####} : this cabbage a coronet

Frank O’Hara would not have bothered   I     saw

at the exhaust port / green laser ribbons

at sports day the giant egg from which a dragon emerged

at the / at the thought of a simile like :

“Geoff tossing a section of the caber” I am now at

that stage when people are obliged to # ignore

on my laptop the heavily edited footage

a dove : how this looks when mechanically organised



73.

Nancy and the guys will loop you into Derek

these are indeed fruit shorties but they are not communal

a Jack Russell : they are often put backwards at the wharf

they are / “an invidious molar is shown”

via the medium of rhythmic gymnastics

got a money off voucher for monkey forest

got a key that unlocks the bottle store :

green; glisten : in moon dough a liquid glow

when placed as rubbish in the designated receptacle e.g.

there were rats but they have been uninstalled

74.

noted in a book about Bohemians : two girls; gherkins

an anecdote : “Picasso fashioned an improvised handle”

I was there, giving way to oncoming traffic

I was offsetting white mice as they circled pastry

on the forecourt later a durational project ( )

when the apple is # or isn’t the bird is # / {?}

distorted as information flow the archduke’s napkins

at the reporting centre you cannot pick the berries

once, by the power fence a literal translation :

“this way lies the designer outlet”



75.

in the model apartment I unrolled the vellum charts :

a boundary drawn around coloured receptacles

rhododendrons, lambent : as a glow on castle walls

THIS SAYS NOTHING ABOUT THE HUMAN CONDITION is

merely music : a) how the wind sounds when circumventing bollards

b) rain in a formerly abandoned fuel cap

at the private hire centre I laid out my credentials

a sword’s length : a baton chased with cubic zirconium

his weakness for girls with outsize rucksacks

prostrate before them in leapordskin

76.

information will appear here about changes to your service :

by the black and gold railings a document 

loose leaf; folio : a laminated diagram of paving stones □□□

litter in a textured bin : I saw Johnny Ball on the Metrolink

in a hair shot rendered laminae / a painted line =

I take my plunder back to the lair

ten thousand thimbles on a sloping shelf

a cache prised open with a lightning conductor

an exchange : “clearly sir you have got the wrong animal” –

a dog when placed in a booth, for example



77.

at the Mexican restaurant they have got balloons

at Frankie and Benny’s they have got balloons

at Nisa Local they have got balloons

at the Marxist disco they have got balloons

at Burger King they have got balloons

at the ninth party congress they have got balloons

at Sports Direct they have got balloons

at the spaceport on Terminus they have got balloons

at Country Pine Warehouse they have not got balloons

at the funeral parlour they have got balloons

78.

catering for motivational day: eggs x 5 sausages

sausages at the bonding session I dropped the “conch”

a hosepipe threaded through collapsible chairs

a bridge made out of Krispy Kakes ####

I offered her a bite of my orange but she _______

and when I peeled the apple she ________ and she ________

they crane their necks when they are interested 

look at the dentures explained on the plate

if you tap your watch it says ##:##

in the sublunary sphere a lengthening shadow



79.

oven baked instore today | Q: when out to dinner

do you wait until everyone has started?

my boss brings his two dogs to the office: 1. {x} 2. {y}

a diagram illustrating “infinite recursion” is fluctuations in the Android Market

they get so used to being spoon fed they are unstable / for improved security

shooting them with water cannon containing a SPECIAL DYE

the emergency services have their own emergency network

I say yes; no, Marie; Emma, I wished someone had poked me

this floods the system and causes large scale changes

if you want a specific app try the building next to the Olympic Stadium

80.

when I was slain in the Royal Forest

a crossbow belt { ---- }] it was the early days of home movie making

an outtake in which Freud fell into a drainage ditch

a hart  here is the forking path 

in the Royal Forest, a knotted bowstring

it was when the study of culture was in its infancy

THIS SAYS NOTHING ABOUT THE HUMAN CONDITION is

the erection of a scaffold, a system: look –

when a giant panda exhibits “learned behaviour”

it is how it is when conditions are amended
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81.

an episode of Chimp Wars on state TV : scene #65

an altercation when forgot to put water in the kettle

in an advertisement for sustainable cat food

he walked in and then walked out

a jewelled collar, lambent in moon         (

in a branch of Arbuckles the sacred scroll

in which the location is revealed

marks: .,’!// ] in the visitor’s car park

an entrance to the goblin kingdom {  g ] }

by the buddleia a shattered prism

82.

a delicious irony in which the cherry is dipped

when the sugar frosting ** snow in summer

pitted olives: for this a FIENDISH MECHANISM

in a bottle of Sprite Zero an expandable tool >

the world;s best bartender for 2010 is

lemon twist / is for the ipad  □ ] : HAUSBAR

long view of winter trees at a mullioned window

the breath of a stag : # : on the tape loop

no birdsong is detectable just soft sough of exhalation

in the annotated album a prairie oyster



83.

the little horse in winter what trouble he had!

in city living          the air conditioned pyramid 

doleful fall of ragged hoofs: an image:

bowed heads of the support staff as they

in the Etap Hotel / they snare the birds

{ birds } : expand your skills | from a “certain angle”

the top of the building appears vertical

a mast on which the red flag on which the black flag

if this was a ship then we would on the deck

our toy cars skidding down the stairs

84.

in times of austerity you will note

how they adapt the yogurt pots

in the footage e.g a BIRD RECEPTACLE e.g. two crows:

i. aaaaaak

ii. aaaakkkkk

 when the cars park partially on the pavement it is a sign

that they have come to dismantle the gazebo ] send the DRAGON BOATS

Ted Shirt (fictional): in Homebase no quarter asked for or given

long swords where they keep the plankton: a. in a tunic

partially repaired with Velcro b. in a little showerproof coat



85.

this winter I am gazing at ballerinas: by the trout stream, mournful ~

I would offer her a bright silver buckle a customised music box

delicate spindle | it is the theme from Rocky !

I would invite her for a burdock dinner

I would demonstrate the game of Sneaky Nuts

in a word cloud the word is SNOW *

big thanks to my hubby Sean

from Enfield Town to Paddington from Paddington to Bristol

I was preparing the prize catch sunny side up

in the legal capital of Bolivia

86.

DOC: it was great white  coffee in a black cup

highlighted by passing landscape # these are not cows { balsa }

I cannot sleep on account of the Spaniards their

dishes with balsamic vinegar | how they pit the olives

bent spoon by the white church : a dog, Marmaduke (fictional)

when I was a life peer they gave me this badge ○

rampant blue tit, yellow cream : in a property owning democracy

it is important  PICK YOUR OWN STRAWBERRIES

nature is a guide we must let nature guide us

like when they make the smells in autumn



87.

Mekanikal Book of Tongues (extract): 53.416880) W2:19:nuation of Old Hall Rds

3:24:41 (53.4e made. The as Wait (53.425111) W2:19:12 (-2r 

of postcode (53.411433) W Chorthe UK's populatiid plunge 

into the beck 15]se heartland of the broadshe): spectres rise fromrived from

A.S faer - road, e w in which Iunham Massey instcode will of a crao his tores, whi

im, the Mersey, Dane Rd and or French Connectios. 40] N53:24:23 (53.alance

betweenn interest in antiques, wf which I hahe term 'umble pie at stor-2.310nt arrow

heasi) W2:18:3horses working olyn railted itself. Half of the manhed suburmage 29]

N53:24:48 (5ames Massey died in 1649 ther af5 (53.398ciation betw Good Htle l

boundaries ofecu(-2.326534): e just as obscure. Unt families, with some ewards 37]

88.

skeleton of the supermarket # galleon wrack

here the plunder the yellow coins ○○○

on the timetable this is a timing point

by the hidden hydrant a whirring chronometer

question: in the Batcave they have a mass colour spectrometer

but you never see them GO TO THE TOILET { ? }

in one episode there is certainly a banana

it is the one when one when Guy Debord plays a

Guy Debord plays a “criminal” who likes carpet bowls

got it DVD Blu Ray Firewire : PM me



89.

General Fairfax said please don’t stop on the stairs ghost of:

he was wearing a pullover emblazoned with stars

he was wearing a blazer with a snake in the pocket

I was going to invite him with to the RADIODISKOMEKANIK

Miss Hanson thought it best we move on

the white horse is a fake when you book in advance

in a way the beds were in complete alignment

in a litany of place names there is a furtive magic

a knotted copse : here the pylons, the dolorous crows

here the twisted sap is where I harvest the rods

90.

at the sewage farm I spotted five birds { bbbbb }

faux peacock plumes, flambé : with this mirror, a blaze  ! ]

the untroubled nature of the waters is deceptive

there are things there, Harrison, as bent as an arm

ghostly lumino milk pigment  FIGHTING FISH

an alligator, released or lucent in amber ( )

that beach where the snakes are I could banish them

I am now at the very zenith of my powers

behold how I coax this | BLACK FOREST GATEAU
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91.

up here we’ve got Dire Straits and Sting what have

you got ? dddddd ddec  decadent puddings

Holy Roman Emperor retweeted your tweet

in the blue shade of the woods, a smoke ~

by the silos it is where I lay a trap for them

that one with the headband I PUSH HIM IN THE DITCH

a memory : in which an East Asian student

offers me a dish of pickled lychees

we don’t hold with that sort of thing here it is

ink boulder, a cod, a cowboy supper

92.

when we walked past the field the horse wasn’t there

when we walked past the meadow the horse wasn’t there

when we walked past the pasture the horse wasn’t there

when we walked past the yard the horse wasn’t there

when we walked past the garden the horse wasn’t there

when we walked past the kiosk the horse wasn’t there

when we walked past the window the horse wasn’t there

when we walked past the orchard the horse wasn’t there

someone asked us if we had seen the horse

when we walked past the ice rink the horse wasn’t there



93.

sticky toffee pecan pears a staggering 79% of people are

the chemicals in the air  here in the rumpus room I lay my head

there is no reward for virtuous behaviour e.g. 226 kcal portion

an organic ostrich egg is delicious when “devilled” 

BALLERINA BUNS : a dot of serum think : Grace Kelly

I was an itinerant spoon carver I was beautiful

on the sloping road down to the ocean

there is a strong sense of community # summer is

winter is dramatic skies and electrical storms

pellets : unseasonal hailstone ○ (s) ○○○ 

94.

arising: a) the small fox b) stone age man

on the fens a symbol where they thought ATLANTIC KRILL

there was a loudspeaker behind the waterfall

in a cave in my vicinity it was “biting” me { occluded }

whilst an intern at Abandoned Aggregates a unique tattoo { # }

at the Chamber of Commerce the shape of a rook  R. : ode :

fair princess, daughter of the CEO, on expenses a clean nose

they put the Murray mints into bowls and then

distribute the peaches : dismal, as when at badminton

a covert mechanism influences the shuttlecock



95.

I was married to Colin Firth but I was bald

I was wearing a powder blue jumpsuit,  a single green shoe (s)

my signature style : a red scarf thrown over a balloon

in a fluorescent top hat out on the oil rigs ~

I convinced “Norma” that the shape was Merlin

two off duty officers they are milking rats

a cheese, curdled, cubed : □ as was a piston ascends

at the oak desk I will receive all callers 

muffled plaint of emerald telephone  brrrrrrrrrrrrr 

“there are amazing family holidays in Thailand”

96.

I was Pepys, a buried parmesan : I was keeping

the aisles clear of luggage : i) stacking the fruit cakes

ii) whilst infiltrating the imperial palace #

a network of pulleys and vacuum tubes :  --- |  pipes

through which an unlikely variant of cola is passed

heavy weather channel closed  a ghost ship !} e.g.

HMS Gluten or HMS Leon Brittan on the high seas there are

monsters | in the lexicon, leviathan ~~ seven orbes : ○○○○○○○

in the signalling sequence there is an inconstancy

at that moment put every slot on pink



97.

the strictures of ceremony : # a checked shirt, stretched wires |-----|

every day there is a HIATUS for no apparent reason

when the goldfish are failing  see “Slowly Falling Goldfish”

it is like when I was folding tables with Mr. Dinky Donuts

he is greyer now, I am greyer now  [ [ dirge ] ]

it is oceans this when filtered through headphones

as a seal pops through an unexpected aperture

this enthusiasm for “irony” e.g. 1970s all in wrestling

the solution is not renunciation but discernment

like : separating the “cookies” from the “biscuits”

98.

this winter I am wearing animal prints I am in on trend fruits 

I am teaming white knee highs with little pumps

when I invented the Water Management System (1986)

when I invented the Slashed Silk Blouson (1809) :

on an envelope, a hexagram :  #64 

I am leaning against a hedge whilst breathing

I am contemplating carp in an imaginary pond

your practice is diametrically opposed but I /

when I find a sweet chestnut I was gratuitously amazed

in abolished light : was an immanent trout



99.

HAND CAR WASH: a tribute to where it all began ()

in the ROI declaration it is fibrinological nutrients e.g. cold coddled lychees

a sample : this culled  offcuts / motifs e.g. Mojito Mist  shade ]

at Oriental House a folded napkin is seen as a

blossom shower : it is this way we ELIMINATE CYNICISM

in a glass carriage : in a former branch of Mr. Baby :

Mr. Baby : I sign in out of season seaside hotels

dull light on the salt cellar a tempest  ! ]

here I compose my greenfinch lyrics to my young companion,

a wizard : when they open the sachets it is ENVELOPING DARKNESS

100.

eldritch house : a moon, reversed : ) # in a mirror the

face that swings a pendulum | the graphic shows a hyena to

denote RAPACITY / skulk here where the buckets are

at the budget hotel there are no forking paths ( )

scent of smoke in the pastry lockers  interlace : two tall girls

it is noted that some bollards are notional

in postmodernism they are disguised : PHAROS >Δ<

slow churn of water in the bottles means a

pattern of leaves  ()       ()  () ] : at the sloping desk a hidden fruit bat

by the generator a cache of dolly mixtures
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